
This section allows you to generate two kinds of feeds (auctions and lots) 
that will be accessible via http://[mySamUrl]/feeds/[slug] in whichever 
format is desired. 
Click on “Create New Feed” or “edit” next to an existing feed in order to 
add/edit a feed 
Currency 
TBD 
 
Name 
Pick a pretty name for internal reference when the feed shows up in your list 
of feeds. 
Slug 
This is what will be appended to the base URL in order to access this feed. 
For example, if your slug is my-slug.xml and you have a domain 
“example.auctionserver.net”, then your feed will be accessible via 
http://example.auctionserver.net/feeds/my-slug.xml 
Feed Type 
Specify whether what kind of data you’re interested in making available via 
this feed. 
Auctions 
These are the non-archived published auctions in your system. Auction feeds 
can be used, for example, to allow third party services to pull information as 
to when which of your next auctions take place, or when which past auctions 
have taken place. 
By default a requested auction feed will return ALL non-archived published 
auctions in your system. Parameters allow you to confine the results to a 
smaller set. 
The following parameters and options are available for the “Auctions” feed: 
status (upcoming|in-progress|closed) ������type (live|timed) ������number (enter the 
desired sale number, this would only pull up ONE auction) ������id (enter the 
desired sale id, this would only pull up ONE auction) 
Parameters can also be combined. 
Here is an example of a feed request with a combined set of parameters: 
http://example.auctionserver.net/feeds/my-
slug.xml?type=timed&status=closed – This feed would return all your non-
archived published timed auctions that are closed. 



Lots 
These are the lots in non-archived published auctions in your system. Lot 
feeds can be used, for example, to allow third party comparison shopping 
services to pull information about lots you are trying to sell to incorporate 
them in their product feed, increasing your lots’ exposure and expanding 
your base of potential customers. 
By default a requested lots feed will return ALL lots in non-archived 
published auctions in your system, sorted by auction first and then lot 
number. Parameters allow you to confine the results to a smaller set. 
The following parameters and options are available for the “Lots” feed: 
auction_status (upcoming|in_progress|closed) ������auction_id (enter the auction 
id) ������category (enter the category id or comma separated list of multiple 
category ids) ������item_num (enter the item number, this would only return one 
lot) ������id (enter the lot id, this would only return one lot) 
Parameters can also be combined, like so: 
Example: http://example.auctionserver.net/feed/my-
slug.xml?category=2,4,9&auction_id=34 
Cached Timeout 
Here you can select for how many minutes you’d like to leave the feed 
cached as a file (instead of pulling the information from the database). This 
prevents the system from suffering performance issues in case the feed gets 
requested at a high frequency. Usually our clients leave this at 5mins. 
Items Per Page 
This defines the maximum number of items to display on one single page 
before requiring the user to pull additional pages to see remaining data. It 
makes sense to use this in very large auctions that consist of 5000 or more 
lots. However, this also requires that the feed reader be a bit more intelligent 
than standard feed readers. Ideally try to make sure your feed data is 
displayed on one page. 
Escaping 
Options: 
htmlentities: This option takes whatever information is available in the 
respective auction’s or lot’s data fields and converts it into HTML readable 
characters. For example a ‘ would be converted into a &quot; and so on. 
csv excel: If you’re planning on rendering data as a CSV (Comma Separated 
Value) file, you may want to consider using this escaping mode. It makes 
sure that all data presented is displayed in proper CSV format, for example ir 
replaces ” with “” and so on. 



url: This makes sure that the data presented is displayed in valid URL 
format. 
Custom replacements 
This is a very helpful tool. It allows you to define any custom replacement 
you wish. 
For example, let’s say the feed reader for whatever reason only accepts state 
abbreviations instead of the full state name, but in your system you have 
defined the full state name for the states California and Nevada where you’re 
running auctions. 
Now the custom replacements feature would allow you to tell the system to 
always replace California with CA and Nevada with NV wherever they 
occur in the feed. 
You can even define regular expression replacements. 
Encoding 
Select the encoding that you would like for the feed to be rendered in. When 
in doubt, leave it at UTF-8. 
Feed Header 
Define the content for the header of your feed. This is output once at the 
beginning of your feed. 
Feed Repetition 
This is the core piece of your feed. Here you can define what information for 
each item of your feed (auction or lot, depending on the “Feed Type” 
selected) to display and in what format. To the right you can see all available 
variables. 
Notes regarding a few variables: 
{images} by default returns a comma separated list of the links to all large 
size image links of this lot. If you’d like to request one specific image you 
can do this by invoking the variable with an index, like so: {images[0]} or 
{images[1]}, etc. 
{categories} by default returns a comma separated list of the categories 
assigned to this lot. If you’d like to request one specific category you can do 
this by invoking the variable with an index, like so: {categories[0]} or 
{categories[1]}, etc. 
Feed Footer 
Define the content for the footer of your feed. This gets output once at the 
end of your feed. 



Example: 

	  

	  

	  



	  

Click	  Save.	  


